
We make efficient, accurate time and expense capture 
and billing not only possible, but easier than ever before.

Sage Timeslips 2015 contains new features and improvements that were 
designed with your time in mind. Here’s how we can help streamline your 
processes while giving you back valuable billable time.

Sage Timeslips

Ability to email payment receipts
When a payment to an outstanding invoice is applied, you 
now have the option of either emailing a payment receipt to 
your client or printing the receipt.  

Ability to add a second address to a client file
If your client has a physical address that is different from their 
mailing address, you will now be able to maintain both within the 
client record and select the one you want the bills to be sent.

New Features

Voice to text
Utilize voice recognition to enter details in the description 
area of free form text fields such as: slip and accounts 
receivable description, client in reference to, and notes.

Watermarks on bills
Eliminate confusion during the editing process of the billing 
cycle. Bills can be generated with a watermark on each page 
indicating a draft copy. Draft bills cannot be approved, and 
when this option is selected, a final bill must be generated 
for approval. 

Activity lists based on clients
Save time and avoid scrolling through activities that don’t 
apply to a client currently in use. This feature allows you to 
assign specific tasks and expense items to a client.
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Enhanced text search and conflict checking
Select specific areas to search within text for client conflicts. 
Search areas that have been added including check numbers 
in accounts receivable, client email addresses, and more.

Updated workflow of audit houses
Improvements to the workflow will give you more flexibility to 
be more efficient.

•  The new audit house settings set up menu option allows 
you to create multiple templates for the same electronic 
billing module. You can now assign different templates to 
customers using the same audit house.  

•  When using LEDES 98b, you can now assign different 
UTBMS codes (bankruptcy, counseling, and more) when 
exporting to this format.

•  Create custom names for the output files when exporting 
to select electronic billing formats.

•  LEDES customers can now export output files to 
individual (separate) files and can also choose the naming 
convention. 

Improvements

Better Automatic TimeCapture
Improvements have been made to Automatic TimeCapture 
to make it easier to use, including:

•  Launch the TimeCapture application from within Sage 
Timeslips.

•  Merge multiple time slips into one timer and create one 
slip without losing individual slip data.

•  Drag and drop complete groups for easier merge 
functionality of multiple timers, merging time and 
description information.

•  Create slips for individual timers without opening the 
“convert to slips” dialog.

•  Export created TimeCapture rules so the rules can be 
imported and applied to multiple machines across the 
network.

• Create and add filters based on custom search criteria.

Improved detail on client level warnings
When changing the classification of a client or multiple 
clients, Sage Timeslips provides detail on any client level 
warnings including outstanding balance, the age of the 
balance, any money in the client’s suspense, number, and 
total of unbilled slips.


